“

I treat my custom barrels with
PbBlocker prior to shipping.”
Clint Beyer
Owner of Beyer Barrels

How to use PbBlocker
For best results the barrel should be
clean and warmed with hair dryer
or heat lamp. PbBlocker will work in
field conditions without warming.

“This

stuff is
amazing...

1. Clean the bore
2. Warm the barrel with heat lamp
or hair dryer
3. Moisten a loose fitting patch and
swab liberally
4. Let set
5. Swab again to remove excess
For MSDS: www.54go.net
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Shoot More, Clean Less
Reduces lead and other build-up.

Shoot More, Clean Less
PbBlocker was originally formulated to combat
lead build-up in the barrels of Glock pistols.
After extensive testing with
extremely positive results,
we soon discovered many
additional applications including lead, plastic, and
copper with the same,
excellent results.
The unique coating abilities of PbBlocker virtually
eliminate the extensive
cleaning process.

Simply put, PbBlocker enables you to
Shoot More And Clean Less safely!

“

We fired 1000 hard cast bullets
through a Glock 22 without cleaning
and the amount of lead in the barrel
was virtually undetectable.”
PbBlocker was equally effective in
hand gun barrels with conventional
rifling.”

“
“

Cope Reynolds
Owner of Southwest Shooting Authority
and host of The Shooting Bench

Reduces all build-up
I push a WW Lead Bullet to jacked
speeds and did not coat my barrel
with lead...it is GREAT!”

Easier to clean

I have treated all of my guns from
my 1833 Long Rifle to my Enfield
and Mosing Nagants, and also my
1858 Pietta Remington Revolver.”

Allows hotter loads

Works in all firearms
Shoot more, clean less

Chuck Hudson
Edgewood, NM

With the use of Pb Blocker I have cut
my cleaning time by 90%”
J.B. Holcomb
Big Game Hunter
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